CHAPTER 1
Kahli
As the sun bled out and shadows struggled to find their final depth, Kahli knocked on the
door of a humble home. The clay building, like most in the northwestern city of Jharwada,
seemed a crude shell to Kahli, having trained and prayed in the tent structures of the south.
From inside, a woman called out in a timid voice. “Hello?”
According to Kahli’s orders, this was a soft walk—innocents were not to be killed in the
service of the Divine’s will. And so, Kahli Mahanta, Auxiliary Hand of the Divine, knocked
louder.
The worn grey curtain covering the home’s only window slid open, revealing a lanky
woman draped in a dark cotton servant’s wrap. She stared with sunken eyes. She looked twice
Kahli’s age, but they were of similar height—which was crucial to the plan.
Kahli leaned out of the shadows, revealing the unveiled half of her face. She hoped it
allowed the woman enough of a glance at her golden-brown skin and blond hair to mistake her
for a newly arrived Tireenian servant. Kahli presented her left palm in a gesture of respect
between equals and imitated a reassuring smile that touched her eyes above the veil.
The locks clicked open, and Kahli’s expression became genuine. A strong shoulder could
splinter a doorframe well enough, but a smile did the Divine’s work in silence.
The woman opened the door wide-eyed. Kahli, not one to leave curiosity unsatisfied,
stepped forward and struck the woman in the throat. The woman clutched her neck and gave a
strangled cough as she collapsed backward into her home. Kahli slipped in, a ghost in the night,
closing the door and turning the locks.
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Tears streamed from the servant’s eyes as she knelt on a fraying embroidered rug in the
candlelit foyer of her home. She wheezed for air and tried to regain her footing.
Kahli adjusted her black veil, making sure its silk edges hid the scars covering the left
side of her face.
“Sister, if y-you wish to meet the Divine, k-keep struggling,” Kahli said. She allowed a
heartbeat for the threat to sink in, to let the servant understand her words through her accursed
stutter.
“If, instead, y-you wish to endure the suffering of the living, c-close your mouth and
remove your clothes.”
The woman obeyed.
***
An hour later, Kahli walked into the palatial residence of the high satrap of Jharwada,
draped in the servant’s sarong. The disguise fit lengthwise, but her athletic build made it tight
around her thighs and shoulders. Kahli took in shallow breaths and shortened her stride to
compensate.
Skirting along the massive lobby, she tilted her head toward the shadows and moved to
the wooden staircase at its far end. The room was remarkable compared to the plain design of
every other structure in the city. Hanging vines covered the walls, and twisting trees wound up
the stone columns. It was a strange mating of granite sculpture and plant life she’d seen only in
the overgrown jungle ruins of Tireen.
At regular intervals throughout the room, candelabras burned saffron-scented wax. But
the main illumination was moonlight, which stabbed through the glass-domed ceilings,
highlighting the occupants within. In the center of the room, two veiled women in silk twirled in
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a traditional Jaru dance, accompanied by a plucked sarod and wavering flute. Men and women in
lavish purples, yellows, and burgundies lounged on couches, watching the performance and
sipping palm wine.
Kahli restrained a sneer. Divine-damned fools. Unfocused and soft. Pretending to
appreciate the old religion’s art only to gain the favor of their high satrap, who was rumored to
be a connoisseur of Jaru traditions.
Kahli’s life was pledged to the Kithkarnin Order. A pledge that changed after her scars
and demotion, after Hayanna and the trial. But a pledge that remained strong. The Book of Kith
said: A dedicated mind is the calm sea on which the Divine sails.
Keeping to the shadows and moving with light, brisk steps, Kahli reached the wooden
staircase with its base so entwined in roots, it appeared to grow from the floor. The frame
creaked as she ascended two steps at a time. The high satrap resided at the top. The letter from
the First had been succinct and clear:
The High Satrap of Jharwada has fallen from the Ivory King’s graces.
By his holy decree, she shall be ushered to a soft walk.
Her locket should be collected as an item of memorial.
This letter, from the highest-ranked assassin in the world, was a gift from the Divine.
Never had any Kithkarnin ranked outside the group of Primary Hands been given a target of the
satrap’s importance. All Kahli wanted since her scarring and demotion, all she prayed for, was a
chance to rise in the ranks.
And this was it.
The top of the staircase opened to a stone mezzanine overlooking the reception hall.
Climbing roses curled around the rails, filling the upper level with a sweet scent. One corridor
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stretched east to the kitchens and servant’s access, the other west to the residences. Her wellguarded target lived in the west, so she turned east first to procure her means of infiltration.
As she rounded the corner, she saw a servant walking alone down the middle of the
lamplit corridor. He was dressed in black like her and held a polished copper platter in his hands.
His steps were stiff and measured on the red embroidered rug so he wouldn’t jostle what must
have been the high satrap’s dinner.
He was early.
Kahli had hoped to slip into one of the storage rooms along the corridor before he
arrived. Subdue him from behind, quietly. Avoiding alarm was of the highest importance. Now
things were more difficult.
The dim lighting of the corridor initially obscured her, but at twenty paces, he got a good
look. She could see his puzzled expression. He would no doubt be familiar with the other staff,
and she, with a veil covering half her face, wasn’t a member.
“K-Kith, be my guide,” she whispered, reaching into the folds of her clothing.
When the man was ten paces away, she drew in a breath and raised a gloved hand.
Palmed within it was a hollow reed, loaded with a quilled dart.
The man quirked his head as she put the weapon to her mouth, but it was too late.
With a whisper of air, the dart hit him just above the collar bone. His eyes went wide, and
he staggered. Kahli dashed forward, barely catching him and the tray before both clattered to the
ground.
“I will p-pray for you, b-brother,” she whispered into his ear, easing the platter from his
hands. She set the food aside, then dragged his unconscious body to a storage room, dropping a
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corked vial of antidote onto his lap. If someone found him in the next few hours—if it were the
will of the Divine—he’d live.
Moving back to the platter, Kahli knelt and removed the metal cover that kept the food
warm. She applied the extract from the devlin root, her poison of choice, to the rich-smelling
goat and potato curry. Then she crumbled the reed she’d used to shoot the dart and scattered the
pieces underneath the rug.
Satisfied that anyone checking the hallway would find it undisturbed, Kahli picked up the
platter and walked back toward the mezzanine. It buzzed with the sounds of the people below.
She imagined how much louder they would be once her mission was complete.
She turned west toward her target.
Kahli moved quickly down the hallway, over the fine imported tiles lit by the light of
gilded lamps that provided as much illumination as the ancient runes were said to have. Her
intent was only on the wooden door at the end of the hallway and the woman behind it.
One bodyguard waited at its entrance. His brown skin had a yellow undertone a shade
lighter than her own. He had a curved, short sword strapped to his side. He stood at attention
before the satrap’s door, a bead of sweat trickling down his neck. It was far too humid for his
thick chainmail.
“A new one?” His grizzled voice echoed along the walls.
Kahli had observed the meal routine many times and knew the rhythm of the interaction.
The words, however, would be a problem because of her stutter.
“I-I am.” She approached within a few feet of the man.
He took off the platter’s lid and gave the food a rudimentary inspection, then pointed
toward a small wooden table next to the door. Kahli set down the tray before raising her hands as
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the guard approached her. This was part of the routine. She took a deep breath and allowed the
frisk.
The guard was respectful if a little rough, allowing himself only a disdainful wince when
he lifted her veil and saw the twisted tissue beneath. It was a reaction Kahli was all too familiar
with and brushed aside with a tight-lipped nod.
Satisfied, he opened the door, and a wave of jasmine-filled air rushed into the hallway.
He leaned around the door and spoke into the room, “Clean. But new.”
A soft sigh came from inside the chamber. An elderly female voice followed. “I suppose
half a lunch is better than none.”
What did that mean?
Kahli looked back at the guard, who smirked at her. “Go on in,” he said.
Unlike the rest of the house, this room did not intertwine plant and stone. Aside from two
jasmine plants, everything in this room was crafted instead of grown. A silver thread
embroidered the rug and formed a decorative theme throughout the room. It crept in swirls on the
teak desk, in bands across the sprawling bookshelves, and in painted flecks on the yellowed
walls. The hint of silver covered everything, including the woman sitting at the desk.
The high satrap gave a cold first impression in her grey and pearl–trimmed sari. Her skin
was taut and pale, the pigment drained to the point where she could have passed for a Sargonian.
Even her white hair was pulled into a tight bun at the top of her head. Around her neck hung an
engraved silver locket—the memorial item Kahli was required to retrieve. Kahli suppressed a
smile. She wouldn’t have to waste time hunting for it after the soft walk had been carried out.
“Come,” the satrap said in a voice used to obedience.
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Her air of confidence reminded Kahli that the satrap was the most influential person west
of Cresia. One who pursued her own territory’s goals despite the Ivory Empire’s desires.
Backing each of her demands was a boldness born from her total control of the military in the
west.
East, west. The two halves of the Ivory Empire meant little to Kahli. She was a servant of
the Divine. Its hand. Today she had been sent on the king’s behalf. Today the satrap would
answer for her insubordination.
Kahli walked with careful grace, eyes fixed on the platter instead of meeting the satrap’s
stare. She set the food in the middle of the desk next to a rosewood carving of a rhinoceros, then
stood aside and presented both her open palms before turning her gaze to the floor.
“Why do you wear that veil? I’ve always found them rude,” the satrap said. Even without
looking at the woman, Kahli could feel the satrap’s brown eyes boring into her.
“I am s-scarred.”
“It can’t be too bad. Take it off.”
“I d-don’t wish to upset y-your appetite.”
“Nonsense.”
Kahli stifled a sigh. This wasn’t going well for her dignity or her disguise. Still, she had
no choice. She grabbed her silk veil just beyond her chin and lifted, revealing the angry mass of
ridged scar tissue underneath. At the satrap’s sharp intake of breath, Kahli replaced the veil.
“How did this happen to you, child?”
“Th-there was a f-f—an accident,” Kahli lied.
“A fire?”
“Yes.”
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“You would have been quite beautiful—what a shame. But now you work for me. I’ll
make sure you’re taken care of.”
“I ap-apprecia—” The word caught on her tongue. She took a breath. “Thank you.”
The satrap squinted at her. “Where are you from?”
“Garno.”
“Hmm. You served in the gambling dens?”
Kahli nodded.
“And your name?” the satrap asked, reaching a hand to rub at the locket around her neck.
“Tanvee.”
“Tanvee from Garno. The veiled girl with no last name, hair like a Tireenian, and a
speech impediment. You poor thing. Did the fire burn your tongue as well?”
Kahli lowered her eyes at the question. The satrap’s reputation was of shrewd skepticism
and little regard for others. But her pitying smile painted a different picture. Had Kahli been
given this mission because the old woman would find her wretched and lower her suspicion?
The guard peeked his head into the room. “Any problems I can help with, my lady?” His
voice carried the casual tone of a favored nephew rather than an official protector.
The satrap gave him a maternal nod and patted her locket. “We are fine, Orinder.”
A common security flaw. Too often, guard and guarded became close, familiar, and
ultimately lax. A tendency to regard past safety as proof the present would remain so. Until it
didn’t.
Fools.
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The old woman sighed and motioned for Kahli to remove the platter’s cover. Kahli
obeyed, and the smells of turmeric and mustard filled the air—the devlin root had no smell, and
its salty aftertaste would be hidden under the goat and potato.
The satrap gave a half-smile. “Well, Tanvee, please indulge an old woman’s paranoia. I
always have new servants test the food. Sit.”
Kahli stood stunned for a moment and blinked.
“Sit, girl. Eat,” the satrap said in a calm yet commanding voice.
Kahli pulled back a cane-woven chair and complied. She’d added the root extract in
haste, making it hard to tell which pieces she’d tainted. Her keen eyes found the hint of
discoloration on the edges of the potatoes and certain fatty portions of the meat. She moved her
fork to a piece of meat next to a poisoned potato, but the satrap interrupted.
“No. That one.” Her pale finger pointed to a discolored piece. “Please.”
Kahli’s heart thumped in her chest.
She peered into the woman’s eyes; they remained not dilated but focused, a sign of
engagement but not heightened alertness.
Kahli nodded and studied the piece of poisoned meat. This was going to be a problem.
The satrap watched as Kahli hovered a fork over the meat. There was a hint of tension in
her wrinkled face, but it relaxed the moment Kahli skewered it and put the piece in her mouth.
“Enjoy it, child. It’s for people like you that I work so hard in the capital.”
Kahli’s face remained impassive as she chewed, bracing herself for what would come.
She’d trained with devlin root her whole life and built a mild resistance. While the poison
wouldn’t kill her, even a small amount would sicken and greatly slow her reflexes. Enough
would drop her unconscious.
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“Tell me, what odds do the gambling people of Garno give our most holy king’s struggle
with Duraktapur?” the satrap asked.
Kahli nodded as she raised a hand to her mouth, pretending to need more time to
swallow. She had little opinion on the politics of the Jeweled Lands. They were long in history
and dull in detail. Cresia, the capital of the Ivory Empire, and Duraktapur, the massive city-state,
were the main belligerents, teetering on the verge of war through the long years of the Quiet
Truce. The smaller cities under the control of these kingdoms, like the satrap’s Jharwada, were
like children always hoping to be invited to the adults’ table.
The satrap watched as Kahli chewed. “Charan’s cooking requires a dedicated chew.
Don’t worry about my obsession with politics, just focus on eating. After we’re done here, we’ll
make sure you’re being paid more than a beggar’s wage.” She paused, fixating on Kahli’s veil.
“I’m not sure what has happened to you, child. But I pray the Divine has a path for you to walk,
free from the suffering of this world.”
Kahli thought to respond, but the first wave of devlin hit. She couldn’t help but cough,
and her vision blurred for a dizzying moment before coming back.
She tried not to show it, focusing instead on the verse the satrap just quoted. It appeared
in both The Book of Kith and Pirathi’s Path. Despite the satrap’s love of Jaru tradition, she was
obviously Pirathi. The Pirathi interpretation of a walk with the Divine differed wildly from the
Kithkarnin. Kahli often wondered how many phrases the two religions shared yet differed on in
their interpretation.
The game of food choice continued, the satrap occasionally pointing to a poisoned bit of
food, sometimes not. Kahli fumbled the fork a few times as her reflexes regressed, but the satrap
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must have thought it nerves. Finally, once Kahli had consumed half the meal and her stomach
was churning from the poison, the old woman pulled the platter to her side of the desk.
“Now, while I have my first few bites, Tanvee, indulge a small request. One I ask of all
who serve me. Take a moment and think of some news from outside my gates. Something that I
might find useful. Something you heard. A whisper on the street even,” she said before offering a
prayer to the Divine and then began to eat.
Before eating the devlin, Kahli could have easily ignored this request and killed the
satrap with her hands. The waves of nausea and dizziness hitting her now would make that
harder, but she still wouldn’t have done it. The First’s letter mentioned but one crucial
restriction. A simple phrase, but for a Kithkarnin, one of great importance: soft walk. No
bloodshed. Not by the target. Not by the innocents protecting them. No alarm was to be raised. It
meant the Kithkarnin came and went unnoticed.
Kahli had been soft to the servants, but those were the easy steps. Now came the
challenge.
The satrap swayed in her chair, and her head drooped. She wrapped a wrinkled hand
around her locket and took a shuddering breath.
“Come now, child. You must have something interesting from outside my borders.” The
sturdiness of the old woman’s voice was surprising. Strange, the devlin hadn’t wrapped its
tendrils around her lungs yet—it should have been quick for someone without Kahli’s resistance.
Perhaps just a few more moments were needed.
Kahli considered the woman’s request. She’d crafted her identity with the same care she
put into her morning prayers, so she had hundreds of anecdotes to share from Garno. She waited
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for a wave of nausea to pass and then said, “Th-the cartin harvest on the w-western edge has
been lower th—”
The Satrap tsked and, even more shocking, raised her head. Though her eyes were dilated
with the effect of the poison, she managed to call out, “Orinder. Come.”
Kahli remained outwardly composed but had to concentrate to keep her breathing even.
With her growing dizziness, she couldn’t risk turning her head to see the man enter. Instead, she
watched through the bronzed reflection in the platter cover.
“My lady? Everything all right?” he asked, striding in.
The old woman tapped her locket to her chest. “Fortunately, yes. But I must have news,
Orinder.”
It was a puzzling exchange. Perspiration formed under Kahli’s veil. It was impossible
that the satrap hadn’t dropped from the devlin yet. Could she have avoided all the poisoned
pieces herself? No. No one was that lucky.
And worse, if the poison did have its effects now, the guard would be there to witness.
Kahli’s chances of a soft walk were diminishing, and her arms trembled as the devlin moved into
her limbs.
“Sadly, the news I have is only of rumors and insults from Cresia, my lady,”
the guard said, halting a step behind Kahli’s chair. “Are you sure you’d like to hear them?”
Kahli watched his warped reflection and tried to keep her hands from shaking.
“Yes. Now, with some food in me, I can handle a bit of abuse.”
Kahli stole a glance at the woman’s eyes to check the progress of the devlin root, and
only years of training suppressed a gasp. The satrap’s eyes were less dilated now. The root’s hold
was weakening.
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“Don’t worry, my dear. I may be old, but my spine is strong. I can take it,” the satrap said
as if interpreting Kahli’s interest as indignation. “What do they say of me now, Orinder? Tell
me.”
The guard shifted behind Kahli and cleared his throat. “Our spies inside the Ivory Palace
only speak rumors, my lady. But they are dangerous ones. That the Ivory King, our most holy
Saint Tiraj, thinks to threaten you. He makes wasted gestures to show his displeasure.”
“Oh? And how would he do this?”
In the platter’s reflection, Kahli could make out a distorted, elongated smile forming on
his face.
“I have a detailed report. Apparently, His Holiness’s most trusted advisors told him an
assassination was futile. But he insisted. So instead of wasting a real assassin, the First of the
Kithkarnin Order sent a stuttering and scarred reject to d-d-die on my sword.”
Kahli froze in her chair.
The order had sent her here to die? No. No. That couldn’t be. Blood pumped into her
ears, but even that couldn’t drown out the hiss of the guard’s sword clearing its scabbard.
The satrap’s perfectly focused eyes narrowed at her. “You thought to poison me, girl?
Didn’t they tell you about my rune?” She tapped her locket.
A rune? The Divine had abandoned her completely.
“Get up,” ordered the guard.
Was she a message? A sacrifice?
“Divine g-guide me,” she whispered.
The satrap frowned. “Your words are a prayer, but your deeds a damnation. Those scars
on your face won’t be the last.”
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“Indeed. Now—get up, reject,” the guard said.
Kahli swallowed and centered herself. The Divine called the satrap for a walk. Soft or
not, Kahli was to be her usher. The words of the faithless should never deter a hand of the
Divine.
She waited for the latest wave of nausea to pass and then shifted in her seat as if to stand
but instead dove forward and rolled under the desk. She emerged on the right side of the satrap.
She cut off whatever the satrap was about to yell as she snatched the locket, yanking its chain
sideways against the satrap’s throat.
The guard vaulted the table and landed left of the satrap. Kahli swallowed down a wave
of nausea and pulled the chain tighter.
The guard’s next movement was a blur to Kahli’s sluggish mind. His sword lashed out a
hair above the satrap’s head. The satrap ducked, and Kahli stumbled backward. As she did, the
chain snapped, and Kahli pulled the locket free. The satrap gasped and fell to the floor.
The guard sidestepped between Kahli and the sprawling satrap. “I’ve killed assassins
twice your fucking worth,” he sneered.
Dizzy, Kahli went to kick the satrap’s chair toward him to buy herself some space, but a
tremor ripped through her leg, and she stumbled again.
The guard took advantage. He made a quick downward cut that grazed her shoulder and
twisted her to the side. Kahli winced. He followed it up with a backhand that normally Kahli
would have easily dodged. But slowed by the devlin, she didn’t get low enough, and he clipped
her opposite shoulder.
Two wounds from two easy hits. The guard was toying with her.
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Kahli fell back, barely catching herself on the desk. She bled from one shoulder, the other
throbbed, and adrenaline pumped in her ears. But strangely, her dizziness was dissipating far too
fast to explain from her built-up resistance.
“Too easy,” the guard said, but Kahli ignored him, feeling a vibrating warmth in her hand
from the locket. The effect of the devlin was gone. She wrapped the locket’s chain around her
palm and gripped it tight.
The guard thrust his blade forward in response.
She dodged the blade and then slapped his wrist. She snapped a kick to his kneecap,
tipping him off balance, then delivered a second kick to his chainmail-protected ribs. He
staggered backward. Kahli sprung onto the desk, sending the poisoned platter clattering to the
ground. She leaped off and delivered an elbow to his jaw on the way down.
The guard crashed into one of the large bookcases behind him, grasping the shelving to
keep himself upright. He tried to utter a threat, but his jaw had been broken, and his voice was
garbled. He righted himself, slowly raising his sword as he did.
Kahli didn’t hesitate.
She danced past his confused defense and feinted a kick. Then she delivered two
cartilage-popping punches. One to his nose and the other to his throat. As he slumped, she
grabbed the shelving for leverage and caved in his face with her knee.
He sank against the shelf, his head a smeared, dented mess.
“Walk now, brother; m-may you fare well in the light.” She picked up his sword and, in a
single movement, thrust it down between his collarbone and neck. It pierced the floor beneath
him and remained standing when she let go.
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Turning around, Kahli saw the satrap lying on her side, her mouth open as she tried
desperately to yell. Without the locket and the mysterious power of the rune within, the devlin
had taken hold.
“Stupid child,” the satrap sputtered.
Kahli’s faith held her steady. The satrap still needed ushering on her walk to the Divine.
The fact that Kahli had failed to usher her softly didn’t change the rituals demanded by The Book
of Kith.
She knelt next to the satrap, putting a supportive hand on her bony shoulder. “Rest now.
Th-this was deemed by the Divine.”
“No. By mistake. You were supposed to be a warning. A puppet with a cut string.”
Could the order, the First, have sent her to fail? Kahli squeezed her eyes shut and pushed
that sacrilegious question away with a prayer.
“I-I am the Divine’s hand.”
The satrap half coughed a laugh. “You’re a girl starting a war.”
Kahli shook her head. She’d heard dying pleas dying before. Anything for an antidote.
Anything to avoid the Divine’s call.
“I am p-purpose. I was c-created for this.” The familiar words came easily.
Kahli noticed the woman’s eyes focusing on the silver locket in Kahli’s hand as she let
out a choking rasp. “The . . . rune.”
All Kithkarnin learned of the stones that fell from the heavens a millennium ago. Even if
the runes had once been as powerful as the stories said—powerful enough even to reverse devlin
root—they could never replace the Divine.
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The satrap coughed again, and the wheezing breath that followed held the promise of
being her last. Kahli began the rites for the dying.
“As Its h-hand, I hold you. As Its servant, I beckon y-you to the embrace. The judgment
of heaven awaits. Walk now, sister. M-may you fare well in the light.”
The satrap shuddered, took a last glance at Kahli, then went still.
Kahli lay her body flat on the floor with care, wiping the spit from the wrinkled edges of
her mouth and smoothing out the stray hairs from her bun. She folded the satrap’s arms over her
chest.
Standing, she glanced down at the silver locket. The only thing that had gone to plan was
procuring it. She’d failed at the soft walk, and worse, she may be being used as a worthless
pawn.
Tucking the locket into the folds of her sarong, she walked out the door; her head hung low.
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